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Dear ILAC Members
 
Over the past few weeks the ILAC MCC and IAF CMC have finalised 3 publications for your use.
 

1.     A factsheet: Specifying accreditation in Regulation is now available

This fact sheet sets out how to specify accredited laboratory and inspection body services to ensure the
provision of reliable data and reports from competent facilities. It is available for distribution to regulators and
specifiers to assist them in drafting regulations and specifications reliant on calibration, testing and inspection
services. It is available from https://ilac.org/prom_brochure.html in the Government and Regulators section.

2.     An ILAC and IAF handbook has been published

 

 
This handbook has been created for new and applicant members, but it will also be relevant to many of
your colleagues who need a basic understanding of the remit and operation of the global accreditation
system in their role. It is available from the members area of the ILAC website in the members resources
section and under presentations: https://www.ilac.org/presentations.html. It contains information on the
role and structure of both organisations, the documents and publications, and the membership types. It
sets out the way that the committees work, and the obligations of members to ensure that ILAC and IAF
meet their objectives.

 
There is also a section that provides an overview of the materials that are available to support your
promotional activities, and insight into how you can engage with ILAC and IAF to receive further
information.

 
Please feel free to circulate within your organisation, or to use in your training activities.

 
3.     The route to signing the ILAC or IAF Arrangements has been reviewed and updated

 
The joint publication The Route to Signing the ILAC or IAF Arrangements was produced three years ago
to assist ABs outside a recognised Region through the relevant documentation and processes they are
required to follow to become a Signatory. Since then, much of the information has become out of date
due to the publication of new or revised documents, updates to standards, and the transfer of inspection
to the sole responsibility of ILAC. Based on feedback from new members to ILAC and IAF, it was agreed
that a high level document describing the process in a more generic way was of value. This revised
document is now available from https://ilac.org/prom_brochure.html in the ILAC MRA section.

 
Our thanks are extended to the ILAC MCC and IAF CMC for these publications.
 
Kind regards
 
Annette Dever
ILAC Secretary
 
ILAC Secretariat
PO Box 7507
Silverwater, NSW 2128
AUSTRALIA

http://www.ilac.org/documents/Specifying_accreditation_and_the_ILAC_MRA.pdf
https://ilac.org/prom_brochure.html
https://www.ilac.org/presentations.html
https://ilac.org/prom_brochure.html
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Tel: +61 2 9736 8374
Fax: +61 2 9736 8373
Email:               ilac@nata.com.au

 
 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
This e-mail (and any files transmitted with it) is confidential and intended only for the person or
entity to which it is addressed. If you have received this email and you are not the intended
recipient, you must not use, disclose, distribute, copy, print or otherwise disseminate this
information. Please inform the sender immediately by email and then delete this message from
your system. 
Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily represent those of NATA.
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